INTELLECTUAL   LIFE   AFTER   THE   INVASIONS
but the traditional literature,1 The ancient schools of grammar* and
rhetoric still continued to determine the mental attitude of all
these lukewarm believers.
The Germanic invasions in the West could not and did not in
any way alter this state of affairs.2 How should they have done so ?
Not only did the Germans bring no new ideas with them, but
wherever they established themselves—with the exception of the
Anglo-Saxons—they allowed the Latin tongue to remain as the
sole means of expression. Here, as in all the other domains of life,
they assimilated themselves to their new environment. Their
attitude was the same in the intellectual as in the political or
economic order. Hardly had their kings installed themselves when
they surrounded themselves with rhetoricians, jurists and poets.
These drafted their laws for them, wrote their correspondence,
and worded the documents and records of their chancellery in
accordance with the ancient models. In short, they kept intact the
existing state of things. Among them too the decadence continued,
with the only difference that its pace was accelerated, for it will
be understood that barbarization was even more disastrous to intel-
lectual than to material culture. Under the dynasties of the new
States of the western basin of the Mediterranean the process that
set in was the decadence of a decadence.
Consider in this respect the Ostrogothic kingdom. There every-
thing continued as under the Empire. It is enough to recall the
names of Theodoric's two ministers: Cassiodorus and Boetius.
And there were others. The poet Rusticus Elpidius, the author of
a Carmen de Christi Jesu Benefidi, was Theodoric's physician and
favourite.3 We may also mention Ennodius, born, probably, at
1	See for example ebert, Hist, de la litt. latine du Moyen Age, translated by
aymeric and condamin, vol. I, p. 445. He includes among the Christians
those who had nothing of the Christian but the name: Claudius, Havius
Merobaudes,   Sidoruus  Apollinarius.   Another  characteristic  figure  was
Ennodius, probably born at Aries, whose education consisted entirely of
rhetoric, ibid., p. 461.	%
2	r, buchner, op. dt.9 p, 85, says very truly: continuation of the Spatantify,
a EBERT, Op. Ctt., VOL I, p. 442.
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